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Genomic perspectives on human dispersals during the Holocene

Mark Stoneking, Leonardo Arias, Dang Liu, Sandra Oliveira, Irina Pugach, and Jae Joseph Russell B. Rodriguez

Nearly 20 y ago, Jared Diamond and Peter Bellwood reviewed the evidence for the associated spread of farming and large language families by the demographic expansions of farmers. Since then, advances in obtaining and analyzing genomic data from modern and ancient populations have transformed our knowledge of human dispersals during the Holocene. Here, we provide an overview of Holocene dispersals in the light of genomic evidence and conclude that they have a complex history. Even when there is a demonstrated connection between a demographic expansion of people, the spread of agriculture, and the spread of a particular language family, the outcome in the results of contact between expanding and resident groups is highly variable. Further research is needed to identify the factors and social circumstances that have influenced this variation and complex history.

The domestication of plants and animals was a crucial development in human evolution, as it allowed for unprecedented levels of population growth and expansion, as well as greatly increasing the burden of infectious diseases. Various plants and animals were independently domesticated in several locations around the world starting ~9–11 thousand years ago (kya), at the beginning of the Holocene. The transition from a hunter-gatherer to a farming lifestyle is known as the Neolithic, and archaeological investigations have documented the origins and spread of farming. Similarly, linguists have documented language families that have spread across large geographic areas (e.g., the Bantu, Austronesian, and Indo-European (IE) language families); these archaeological and linguistic investigations led to the proposal that the spread of these large language families was facilitated by the spread of farming (reviewed in refs. 1 and 2).

A critical question is how farming and languages spread: was it by migrations of farmers who brought their way of life and languages with them (i.e., demic diffusion), or was it via local hunter-gatherer groups adopting farming and language from neighboring farmers (i.e., cultural diffusion)? And if the answer is demic diffusion, what was the fate of the local hunter-gatherer groups: were they completely replaced, or were they at least partially assimilated into the expanding farmer groups? While various arguments based on archaeological, skeletal morphology, and linguistic evidence have addressed this issue, ultimately, this is a question for genetics. Assuming that the homeland of the original farming group can be identified and that these people were genetically different from the groups into whose territory they expanded, then genetic investigations can reveal the extent to which modern groups have farmer-derived vs. indigenous (pre-farming) ancestry (here we use the term ancestry to refer in a general way to the genetic contributions to populations; for a discussion of the use and misuse of this term, see refs. 3 and 4). Beginning with the seminal work of Cavalli-Sforza and colleagues on the role of cultural vs. demic expansions in the spread of agriculture and IE languages across Europe (5), genetic investigations have been used to address the same question for the spread of farming and/or language families elsewhere.

However, such genetic investigations are not without complications. As discussed in more detail by Diamond and Bellwood (2), these include clinal admixture between expanding farmers and hunter-gatherers, resulting in decreasing genetic contributions by farmers toward the periphery of expansions; some hunter-gatherer groups adopting farming by cultural diffusion; farmers reverting to hunting and gathering (if, for example, they enter areas that are unsuitable for the domesticates they are bringing); language shift by resident groups with little or no incorporation of genes from the expanding population; replacement of the original language spoken by farmers in their homeland after the expansion (leading to discrepancies between genes and languages); and expansions of hunter-gatherers. An additional complicating factor is colonialism and the associated genetic, demographic, and territorial impact on indigenous groups. Failure to take such complications into consideration can lead to incorrect conclusions concerning the role of demic vs. cultural diffusion processes in the spread of farming and/or languages.
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Here, we survey the genomic evidence for human dispersals during the Holocene in various geographic regions of the world, focusing on proposed expansions linked to agriculture. Developments in obtaining and analyzing genomewide data in the nearly 20 y since Diamond and Bellwood's survey (2), particularly advances in ancient DNA analyses, are providing new insights into such dispersals and the various complicating factors mentioned above. Given the space constraints of this perspective, we do not include all dispersals or relevant literature; instead, we focus on what we believe are the most significant/interesting dispersal events for the points we wish to make. Maps depicting these dispersals are provided (SI Appendix, Figs. S1–S5), although we caution that arrows on maps generally imply much more certainty about routes of expansions than the data actually support.

Africa

Fossil, genetic, and archaeological evidence all strongly favor an African origin for our species; while very deep population relationships can still be found among present-day African hunter-gatherers, there are also high levels of genetic homogeneity across large areas that reflect expansions of food-producing groups (6–8). Domesticated animals from southwest Asia (Middle East) first spread into North Africa ~8,000 y ago, gradually moving south (9, 10) and entering eastern Africa ~5 kya and southern Africa ~2 kya (11–13). There appear to be several centers of crop domestication in western Africa, east Sudan, and the Ethiopian highlands, beginning ~4 kya (10, 14).

Spread of Pastoralism/Farming into North and East Africa.

The potential demographic changes associated with the spread of food production in North and East Africa were greatly clarified by the availability of ancient DNA from these regions. In addition to sub-Saharan African ancestry, by 15 kya, North Africans also have Near Eastern ancestry, indicating that back to Africa gene flow predates the introduction of pastoralism or farming (15). The pre-Neolithic ancestry continues in Early Neolithic groups (~7 kya), while Late Neolithic North Africans (~5 kya) received additional gene flow from Iberia (16). Therefore, it seems that the Neolithic transition involved both cultural and demographic change, but further ancient genomes from this vast area are necessary.

In East Africa, the first ancient genome obtained (dating to 4.5 kya) revealed no traces of Eurasian ancestry but confirmed the existence of later Eurasian gene flow into East Africa from a population closely related to Early Neolithic farmers from the Middle East (17), previously identified and dated to ~3 kya based on present-day populations (18). A recent study of 41 Eastern Africans from the Later Stone Age, Pastoral Neolithic, and Iron Age, further inferred two phases of admixture: ~6–5 kya in Northeastern Africa between groups carrying non-African genetic ancestry (related to groups from the Levant or North Africa) and local northeast African groups and ~4 kya between this admixed group and Eastern African hunter-gatherers (11). This work thus supported several movements of food producers and also showed that admixture with foragers was common.

Bantu Expansion. The Bantu languages form a relatively homogeneous branch within the Niger-Congo language family and yet are spoken across a large part of sub-Saharan Africa by ~30% of Africa’s population (19). Even though the origin of these languages (in the Grassfields region around the border of eastern Nigeria and western Cameroon, where the highest linguistic diversity and early diverging branches are found) is broadly located where some agriculture domesticates arose (19, 20), the initial trigger of the Bantu expansion (~4.5 kya) could have been the climate-induced reduction of the rainforest in West Central Africa, rather than farming itself (21). The early phases of the Bantu expansion are associated with pottery and mixed subsistence economies; several plant and animal domesticates and iron were incorporated at later stages (21). The expansion was relatively rapid, reaching southern Africa by ~1.8 kya (12).

Genetic studies have demonstrated that Bantu-speaking groups from distant parts of the continent display a similar genetic profile and remarkable genetic homogeneity, as expected for a demographic expansion, while their close geographic neighbors who speak other languages show higher levels of differentiation (22–24). The ancestry of Bantu-speaking groups is largely derived from West Africa (23–25), although exceptions occur in areas still inhabited by hunter-gatherers, such as the Central African Rainforest and the Kalahari Desert and in eastern Africa, where Bantu speakers contacted Nilo-Saharan and Afro-Asiatic-speaking groups (6, 13).

Genetic evidence also informs on the routes of expansion of Bantu-speaking groups, showing that a “late split” model, in which the Bantu splits off into two migratory routes toward eastern and southern Africa following a passage through the rainforest, best explains the presently available data (26–28). And along the Indian Ocean Coast, genetic results support a rapid North–South dispersal (29) involving minimal or no admixture with resident populations in Mozambique (29) and Malawi (30).

By contrast, in southern Africa, Bantu-speaking groups show substantial amounts of autochthonous (Khoisan-related) ancestry (identified from foraging and pastoralist groups of the Kalahari), and Khoisan-speaking groups show substantial amounts of Bantu-related ancestry, indicating considerable interactions between them (6, 8)). These interactions were strongly sex biased, with primarily Khoisan-related maternal lineages found in Bantu-speaking groups and Bantu-related paternal lineages found in Khoisan-speaking groups (31). Moreover, the intensity of the sex bias increases from north to south in southern Africa, suggesting changing social circumstances influencing contact between groups (31).

In western Africa, archaeological and genetic evidence suggests that the Bantu expansion was not a single demographic expansion but rather characterized by multiple expansion phases, with a population collapse inferred between 1.4–1.6 kya in the Congo rainforest (32). West Bantu groups have admixed extensively with hunter-gatherers in the Central African Rainforest, showing a similar signal of sex bias as in southern Africa (28, 33). In contrast, groups that presently occupy the savanna/grassland habitats to the south of the rainforest have primarily Bantu-related ancestry (28, 34).

Spread of Pastoralism from Eastern to Southern Africa.

Archaeological evidence indicates that pastoralism (sheep-herding) was introduced to southern Africa from eastern Africa ~2,000 y ago, before the arrival of farming (9, 12). Güldemann (35) additionally proposed that pastoralism spread together with the Khoe-Kwadi
language family, which might be related to the Sandawe language of East Africa. Yet, the Nama are the only Khoe-Kwadi group that currently practices pastoralism, suggesting substantial shifts in the lifestyle of Khoe-Kwadi groups.

Multiple genetic studies have found a signature of eastern African-related ancestry in southern African groups (8, 13, 18), which is usually attributed to the spread of pastoralism. However, Khoe-Kwadi groups have at most small amounts of East African ancestry, which is also found in other southern African groups (8, 13, 18), suggesting that the pastoral migrants extensively admixed with local hunter-gatherers, with genes flowing in both directions.

While ancient genomes are still scarce, the available data confirm inferences from modern populations suggesting that East African ancestry reached southern Africa and mixed with Khoisan-related ancestry before the arrival of Bantu-speaking groups (8, 36). In particular, East African ancestry is absent from 2 ky South African hunter-gatherers but is evident in a 1.2 ky individual found in a herder context in the Western Cape who lacks West African-related ancestry (30).

Europe

Europe was occupied by modern humans beginning at least 45 kya (37), and extensive investigations of both modern and ancient DNA from across Europe have revealed insights into the Neolithic transition and the impact of Bronze Age migrations of steppe pastoralists.

Neolithic Transition. European Neolithic sites are characterized by ceramics and various domesticated plants and animals, all probably domesticated starting ~11 kya in a region extending from Anatolia to the Near East (38, 39). While it is clear that the Neolithic in Europe has its source in this region, whether all aspects arrived as a complete “Neolithic package” or rather spread through Europe at different times and/or from different places is debated.

The Neolithic first appears in Europe ~9–10 kya, in Cyprus, Greece, and the Balkans (38, 39). Based on an extensive sample of radiocarbon dates (40, 41), farming likely spread via two main routes: along the Mediterranean south of the Alps and via the Danube corridor north of the Alps. Along the Mediterranean, the spread of agriculture is associated with Cardial Ware pottery, which reached the Iberian peninsula by ~7.5 kya (38, 39). North of the Alps, the Linearbandkeramik (LBK) culture spread rapidly between 6–7.5 kya from the Transdanubian region through central and western Europe, stopping before reaching the coast (38, 39). About 1,000 y later, the Neolithic reaches the British Isles (possibly via different entry points (42)) and southern Scandinavia (38, 39, 43), where it is associated with distinctive Funnel Beaker ceramics (TRB), while the Neolithic in Britain has both LBK and TRB elements. At around 4.8 kya, the TRB culture mostly disappears from the archaeological record of southern and western Sweden, and there is evidence of agriculture notably declining, being replaced by the more marine hunting economy of the Pitted Ware Culture (43). While there are traces of small-scale agriculture, fully agricultural societies do not turn up again until ~1,000 y later and do not completely occupy Finland until ~1 kya (38, 39). In the Baltic region, Ukraine, and eastern European plains, the initial spread of the Neolithic is associated with pottery rather than farming (44); farming shows up in these areas ~5–7 kya, with proposed sources from southeastern Europe, Anatolia, and/or the Pontic-Caspian region.

There is a plethora of ancient DNA data from Europe (45), and these firmly support an appearance of Anatolian-related ancestry in Europe that coincides with the spread of farming technology, confirming that farming spread primarily via demic rather than cultural diffusion. While the Aegean region, encompassing northwestern Anatolia and northern Greece, is the source of farmer ancestry for most European populations (46), southern Greece shows a greater contribution from the Caucasus, which is also evident in the Greek Bronze age Minoan and Mycenaean cultures (47). Initial studies found little or no hunter-gatherer ancestry in the earliest farmers in the region, but recently, demographic modeling of ancient genomes revealed that Anatolian farmers entering Europe already harbored ancestry from European hunter-gatherers via earlier gene flow (48). The westward dispersal of farmers into Europe was accompanied by further gradual admixture over time with local populations, increasing the amount of hunter-gatherer ancestry in subsequent generations (45).

However, while the signal of admixture is pervasive, it varies regionally and through time. Some archeological sites show evidence of hunter-gatherer enclaves which coexisted with farmers without interaction for hundreds of years (e.g., “Blätterhöhle” in Germany (49), Sweden (50), and Poland (51)), while others show evidence of admixture even in the earliest farmer communities (52). In the British Isles, resident populations were completely replaced by populations with mixed farmer and hunter-gatherer ancestry, related to the Iberian Neolithic (53–55). The early Neolithic of Iberia is characterized by a greater genetic contribution of hunter-gatherers than elsewhere (56) that gradually increased over time (57–62). In Scandinavia, Neolithic farmers show appreciable genetic contributions from hunter-gatherers, but there are only low levels of farming-related ancestry in hunter-gatherers, suggesting that hunter-gatherers were mostly incorporated into expanding farming groups (63). And in the Eastern Baltic sea region, Ukraine, and Western Russia, the Neolithic progressed without substantial gene flow from Central European farmers until ~5 kya; here, hunter-gatherers persisted longer than elsewhere (63–66). Thus, there is substantial regional variation in the interactions between incoming farmers and local hunter-gatherers in Europe.

Bronze Age Migrations from the Steppes. Prior to the advent of ancient DNA studies, numerous studies based on modern populations tried to estimate the relative contributions of farmer vs. hunter-gatherer ancestry in European populations; using various datasets, approaches, and proxies for the farmer vs. hunter-gatherer ancestry, estimates of farmer ancestry ranged from less than 15% to more than 70% (67). Ancient DNA studies not only resolved this debate but additionally showed that a third source of ancestry, whose existence was generally not previously suspected, is present at frequencies of 10–50% in modern European populations (57, 68, 69). This ancestry, maximized in Yamnaya pastoralists of the Pontic-Caspian steppe, first appeared in Europe in the Baltic region (63, 65) ~5 kya, and took ~1 ky to spread to western Europe (54, 55). This massive migration may be associated with the expansion of the Corded Ware Complex (CWC) in central and eastern Europe; dating to ~4.4–4.9 kya, CWC sites have up to 75% of Yamnaya-like ancestry (57, 69). However, recent work has shown that following
its first appearance in the eastern Baltic, the massive expansion of steppe ancestry across Europe was mediated by a population with a substantial proportion of farmer ancestry; this ancestry was traced to the Late Neolithic Globular Amphora Culture, which preceded CWC in its central area (66).

The Bell Beaker culture appears from ~4.8 kya (about the same time as CWC) in the Iberian Peninsula and later all across western Europe, extending eastward into Poland (and thus overlapping CWC Sites) and including Sicily, Sardinia, and North Africa. Individuals associated with Bell Beaker sites have remarkable regional variation in ancestry (55, 57, 69): in central Europe, Bell Beakers trace 50% of their ancestry to the steppe; the Bell Beakers of the British Isles are of largely central European ancestry, which replaced the existing Neolithic ancestry by up to 90%; and the early Bell Beakers of Iberia lack the steppe ancestry almost completely, with later samples showing only a modest amount of steppe-related ancestry (56, 59). These results indicate that the spread of the Bell Beaker culture was not mediated by a single migrating population but was also adopted by local groups by cultural diffusion. Moreover, the impact of the steppe migration was substantially smaller in southern Europe, i.e., the Balkans (47) and Mycenaean Greece (70).

On the surface, the Neolithic Anatolian-related and Bronze Age steppe-related migrations to and across Europe seem to fit the classic model of a demic expansion: both had a massive impact on the ancestry of Europe and thus involved a substantial number of people, and both occurred over relatively short time spans (~1 ky for the steppe-related migrations and ~3 ky for the Neolithic spread). However, both show regional patterns of variation in the timing and amount of ancestry contributed, as well as additional complications (such as the resurgence of hunter-gatherer ancestry after the initial spread of farmers, and the potential spread of steppe-related ancestry together with farmer-related ancestry), indicating that there is more to these migrations than simple models of demic diffusion would imply.

**IE Languages.** The origin and spread of IE languages across Europe is of considerable interest, and two main hypotheses have been proposed: the Anatolian hypothesis, according to which IE languages originated in Anatolia and then spread to Europe along with agriculture, beginning ~8-9.5 kya (71) and the steppe hypothesis, according to which IE languages originated in the steppes north of the Black and Caspian Seas and then spread to Europe as a consequence of the domestication of the horses and the development of wheeled carts and wagons, beginning ~5.5-6.5 kya (72, 73).

Ancient DNA analyses of the Bronze Age in Eurasia seem to support the steppe hypothesis (57, 69, 74), but several issues remain. The highest proportion of steppe ancestry is found in northeast Europe, in populations that speak Uralic languages, while many IE-speaking regions of southern Europe have substantially less steppe ancestry (47, 55, 70) possibly reflecting dilution of steppe ancestry via subsequent migrations. Furthermore, ancient DNA data from domestic horses indicate that the expansion of steppe ancestry into Europe was not driven by horses (75), although there is evidence of horse milking by the Yamnaya (76). IE languages therefore appear to have a more complex history than can be explained by a simple model; perhaps some IE languages were spread by farmers and others by steppe pastoralists, or perhaps some IE languages spread by demic and others by cultural diffusion.

**Central and South Asia**

**Neolithic and the Spread of Farming.** Despite the rich archaeobotanical remains which suggest that Iran was a key area for the development of agriculture (77), the spread of farming eastward into Central Asia and southward into South Asia has been explored far less than the spread of farming into Europe. Ancient DNA studies indicate that Neolithic Iran is genetically divergent from Neolithic Anatolia, but beginning ~6 kya, a substantial proportion of Anatolian farmer-related ancestry appears in Iran, and there is a genetic cline extending to Central Asia of decreasing Anatolian-related ancestry, suggesting an eastward migration of Anatolian farmers to the Iranian plateau and Central Asia (78–80). This migration coincides with the dispersal of domesticated goats (81) but cannot explain the presence of domesticated sheep in Kyrgyzstan ~8 kya, suggesting multiple and/or earlier expansions (82, 83).

Farming in South Asia first appears at the Neolithic site of Mehrgarh, in modern Pakistan to the west of the Indus valley, dating to ~8.5 kya (84). Other Neolithic settlements in Pakistan show that by 6–7 kya, farmers had started moving to the north and east, and farming-based permanent settlements characteristic of the Indus Valley Civilization (IVC), which flourished 3.9–4.6 kya, begin to appear. The discovery of thousands of sites across India documents diffusion of farming beyond the archaeological boundaries of the IVC (85).

Because it is so difficult to retrieve DNA from samples coming from hot and humid environments, like those found in South Asia, to date, ancient DNA is limited to a single IVC genome (86). This individual is indirectly dated to ~4.3–4.8 kya and shares ancestry with modern South Asians and some pre-Neolithic individuals from Iran and Central Asia but lacks Anatolian farmer-related ancestry (80). In contrast to Europe, farming apparently did not spread to South Asia via the migration of people from Anatolia, although one should be cautious about placing too much emphasis on the results from a single individual.

**Steppe Migrations into Central and South Asia.** As in Europe, steppe migrations into Central and South Asia show a complex history. The earliest eastward expansion from the steppe is the appearance in the Altai-Sayan region of the Afanasievo culture, dating to ~4.5–5.3 kya; Afanasievo people are genetically close to the Yamnaya (69). In Central Asia, the first evidence of steppe ancestry comes from the Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Complex beginning ~4 kya, and the spreading steppe ancestry seems to be associated with the Trans-Ural Sintashta archeological complex (69, 80, 87). Thus, the ancient DNA data suggest (at least) two distinct eastward migrations. Furthermore, ~3.5–4 kya, a migration from Central Asia brought steppe ancestry to South Asia, mixing with the IVC people (86) and contributing up to 30% of the ancestral composition of modern South Asians (80). And, unlike in Europe, ancient DNA from domesticated horses implicates them in the eastward expansions from the steppes (75) and potentially the spread of Indo-Iranian languages (a major branch of the IE family, found in parts of Central and South Asia).
East Asia and Mainland Southeast Asia

East Asia has a long history of human occupation, dating back to at least 45 kya (4). During the Holocene, various regions around the Yellow, Huai, and Yangtze Rivers in China were important centers for the domestication of rice, broomcorn millet, and foxtail millet, beginning ~8–9 kya (88). Archaeological evidence indicates two main streams of agriculture southward, one into Mainland Southeast Asia (MSEA) and the other moving into Taiwan and ultimately continuing as the expansion of the Austronesian language family. In MSEA, the linguistic situation is more complicated, as there are five main language families that have spread and diversified throughout the region, and the challenge is to understand the forces and processes that influenced their spread.

Spread of Agriculture. Archaeologists have debated the extent to which agriculture in East Asia spread by the movement of farmers who admixed with and/or assimilated local hunter-gatherers (the “two-layer” hypothesis) vs. spreading via cultural diffusion and/or indigenous developments (the “regional continuity” hypothesis), with a growing consensus favoring the former (89, 90). Ancient DNA strongly supports the two-layer hypothesis: Hōabínhian hunter-gatherers from Laos and Malaysia, dated to ~7.8–8.0 kya and ~4.2–4.4 kya, respectively, are most closely related to modern indigenous groups from South and Southeast Asia, which could reflect the initial colonization, while Neolithic individuals from MSEA dating to ~4 kya can be modeled as a mixture of ancestry from Hōabínhian hunter-gatherers and early farmers from China (91, 92). These Neolithic individuals share ancestry with modern Austronesian-speaking groups from MSEA (91, 92), suggesting that farming may be linked to the spread of Austronesian languages. Ancient DNA analyses also indicate a westward migration of farmers from the region of the Yellow River, beginning ~6 kya, that contributed ancestry to both Tibetans and Han Chinese, and hence may be associated with the spread of Sino-Tibetan languages (93).

A provocative hypothesis argues that Korean, Japanese, Tungusic, Mongolic, and Turkic languages all have a common origin (the “Transeurasian” macrofamily) and spread via farmers migrating from northeast China during the Early Neolithic (94). However, other studies question the existence of this macrofamily (95, 96). In any case, overall, there is a strong signal of demic expansions associated with the spread of agriculture in East Asia.

Subsequent Dispersals into MSEA. Ancient DNA from ~2 kya from MSEA individuals associated with Bronze Age cultures, and continuing into the Iron Age and historical times, shows additional East Asian-related ancestry that is not present in Neolithic individuals (91, 92, 96). Much of the structure of present-day MSEA populations was formed as a result of these inferred migrations, as ancient individuals from this time start to more closely resemble genetically modern MSEA populations from the same areas.

MSEA today is characterized by extensive linguistic diversity with five major language families represented (Austroasiatic, Tai-Kadai, Sino-Tibetan, Hmong-Mien, and Austronesian). Austroasiatic languages, as discussed above, are associated with the Neolithic dispersal of rice and millet farming, and their scattered distribution today probably reflects later incursions of people speaking other languages. Linguistic links between Tai-Kadai and Austroasiatic languages have been suggested (97); genetic studies based on both ancient samples and modern populations confirm a likely ancestral link between proto-Tai-Kadai and proto-Austronesian groups (96, 98, 99). Sino-Tibetan languages have their origins in northern China and probably spread to MSEA beginning ~3 kya, while Hmong-Mien languages probably arose in southern China and spread around the same time as Tai-Kadai (100). There are just a handful of Austronesian languages in MSEA (Malayic, Moken, and Chamic languages), and they probably originate from a migration from Borneo ~2–2.5 kya (101) that contributed little genetic ancestry to Austronesian-speaking MSEA groups (98).

Thus, compared to other regions of the world where single-language families have expanded over a wide geographic region and become dominant (e.g., Bantu, IE, Austronesian, etc.), MSEA is very different in that multiple-language families all originated and spread within a period of a few thousand years. While it has been suggested that food production was an important aspect (101), it seems that something more must have allowed these different language families to proliferate more or less simultaneously. Indeed, comprehensive studies of genome-wide data from modern populations of Vietnam (98) and Thailand (99) document a complex history involving expansions, extensive contact between groups speaking languages from different families, isolation, and likely cases of language shift. More detailed studies of ancient DNA from the region should shed further light on this complex history.

Island Southeast Asia (ISEA) and Oceania

Population movements in this region during the Holocene are largely driven by an agricultural expansion from Taiwan southward and eastward into ISEA and along the northern coast of New Guinea; the development of sophisticated sea navigation technology for long-distance voyaging into Remote Oceania; and the rise of maritime trade networks resulting in the emergence of sea nomadic groups and the settlement of Madagascar. Also, there was an early, independent domestication of plants in the New Guinea highlands, associated with the spread of Trans-New-Guinea languages.

Austronesian Expansion out of Taiwan. The Holocene settlement of ISEA is associated with the spread of peoples who brought agriculture and Austronesian languages from Taiwan (102–104). The Austronesian language family is one of the largest and most widespread in the world, with over 1,000 languages covering almost half the globe, including Taiwan, Southeast Asia, Near and Remote Oceania, and Madagascar (105). Austronesian languages clearly spread from Taiwan, as multiple divergent branches are found only in Taiwan, while all non-Taiwanese Austronesian languages belong to a single branch, Malayo-Polynesian (105). There is a strong signal in the languages (104), archaeology (102), and genetics (106–108) of people dispersing from Taiwan ~4–5 kya southward through the Philippines and into Indonesia, continuing westward to MSEA and eastward to New Guinea and nearby islands. This demic diffusion did not completely replace the indigenous groups, as attested by admixed modern and ancient genomes (107, 109, 110). Here is a classic signal of a farming-language dispersal via demic diffusion—but the story is more complicated; ancient DNA indicates the presence of MSEA-related ancestry in Wallacea (the islands of Eastern Indonesia) that
likely predates the Austronesian expansion (109) but for which there is no archaeological or linguistic evidence.

Long-Distance Sea Voyages into Oceania. Austronesian movement through ISEA and into Near Oceania (New Guinea and nearby islands) was likely achieved by island-hopping and intervisible water crossings, which would not have required sophisticated boating technology (although ancient DNA evidence from the Mariana Islands supports a direct migration ~3.5 kya from the Philippines across more than 2,000 km of open ocean (111, 112). Austronesians probably continued from eastern Indonesia along the New Guinea coast, eventually reaching the Bismarck Archipelago ~3.4 kya (113). Austronesian-associated ancestry in New Guinea is limited to the coast and offshore islands, with no evidence of Austronesians penetrating the New Guinea highlands (114, 115).

The further spread of Austronesians into Remote Oceania (islands to the north and east of New Guinea, including Micronesia and Polynesia, which could be reached only by long-distance voyaging) definitely required sophisticated boating technology. Austronesians moved rapidly through the islands of Remote Oceania, reaching Tonga and Samoa ~2.9 kya and the farthest islands (Hawaii and New Zealand) within the past 1 ky (116). Initial studies of modern populations indicated that Polynesians had ~80% Austronesian-related and 20% Papuan-related ancestry (117); moreover, this admixture was highly sex biased, with predominantly Austronesian maternal ancestry but mostly Papuan paternal ancestry (115). It seemed likely that Austronesians paused upon reaching New Guinea (most likely, the Bismarcks) and mixed extensively with Papuans. However, an initial ancient DNA study surprisingly found that individuals from Vanuatu and Tonga, dating to ~2.5–2.9 kya, possessed little or no Papuan-related ancestry (118). Subsequent studies showed that Papuan-related ancestry spread later, via mostly male-mediated, continuous migration (97, 120, 121). Other studies suggested back migrations from Polynesia (121) and native American ancestry that arrived in Polynesia before European contact (122), although the latter relies on analyses of modern samples and so far has not received any support from ancient DNA (123). Overall, instead of the stereotypical view that settlement of Remote Oceania involved one-time, “sweepstakes”-like successes amidst a sea of failures, genetic data confirm archaeological evidence for multiple dispersals and large-scale trade networks throughout Remote Oceania, including repeated contact with Near Oceania (124).

Madagascar and Sea Nomads. Austronesians not only settled vast expanses of the Pacific but they were also the first people to reach Madagascar, ~1.1–1.3 kya (125). Moreover, the Malagasy language groups with Greater Barito languages from southeastern Borneo (126), and genome-wide studies also point to a likely origin of proto-Malagasy speakers from southeast Borneo, who admixed with Bantu speakers arriving later from continental Africa (127, 128).

Interestingly, Sama-Bajaw languages spoken by certain groups in the Philippines, Malaysia, and Indonesia likewise belong to the Greater Barito group (129). These include populations described as sea nomads due to their boat-dwelling history and an intense maritime orientation. The distribution of Sama-Bajaw and the Malagasy languages may reflect eastward and westward movements, respectively, of peoples from the Barito region, triggered by the expansion of the Srivijaya empire, a Malay-Indian thalassocracy, ~1 kya (129). Contrastingly, genome-wide studies of the Indonesian sea nomads indicate a Sulawesi origin (130), suggesting that there may be different origins for the language vs. genetic ancestry due to a complex history of interactions and cultural shifts between neighboring groups in the region. Further studies are needed on sea nomads and potential connections with the Malagasy, but these appear to be long-distance dispersals unrelated to farming.

Spread of Agriculture in Highland New Guinea. The New Guinea highlands were an independent and early site of plant domestication, with definite evidence for taro and banana cultivation by ~6.7–7 kya and indications of taro cultivation as early as 10 kya (131). The spread of agriculture in New Guinea may have been accompanied by the spread of Trans-New Guinea (TNG) languages, comprising nearly half of the ~850 languages spoken on the island (132). A comprehensive study of genome-wide variation across Papua New Guinea (PNG) found evidence for the formation of highland population structure and expansions ~10 kya, which could reflect the impact of agriculture and the spread of TNG languages (115). However, PNG highlanders show much higher levels of population differentiation (115) than is typical for regions with strong evidence of farming-related dispersals (e.g., involving Austronesian-speaking or Bantu-speaking populations), indicating either that the putative agricultural-related expansion was followed by extreme isolation, bottlenecks, and drift or that there was no significant expansion in the highlands. Ancient DNA data, as well as additional comparisons of modern PNG populations (in particular, TNG vs. non-TNG groups), would be helpful in further elucidating the impact of agriculture on the genetic structure of New Guinea.

The Americas

The Americas, comprising North and South America, were the last continents to be colonized by modern humans, with archaeological and genetic evidence converging on an initial colonization time of ~16–18 kya (133). Current evidence points to a rapid latitudinal spread from Alaska to southern Chile, along the Pacific coast, in a few thousand years (133–135). However, archaeological evidence of extensive human occupation across the Americas only begins with the Holocene. Plants were domesticated at various locations in Mesoamerica, the Andes, and Amazonia (136–138), but it seems that major dispersal events were not associated exclusively with farming or other technological or behavioral innovations.

North America. Archaeological evidence supports the existence of two major Arctic-wide human dispersals, where farming obviously played no role. The first involved Paleo-Inuit people, occurring ~5 kya, associated with several archaeological cultures such as Pre-Dorset, Saqqaq, and Independence I (139). Genomic data from a Paleo-Inuit who lived ~4 kya shows that this individual stemmed from a population dispersal from Siberia, independent of previous dispersals, and not related to any present-day Native American population (135, 140). The Paleo-Inuit disappear from the archaeological record ~1.5 kya and were replaced by people from the Thule culture, the genetic and cultural ancestors of modern-day Inuit and Iñupiat (135, 141). The Thule people first appear in the archaeological record by ~1 kya along the shores of Alaska and rapidly reached Greenland, with the aid of dogsleds and umiaks.
(large open-skin boats) (139). Genomic evidence from Thule individuals shows that they admixed extensively with other northern Native American groups (135).

Mesoamerica. Maize was a staple food for many societies at the time Europeans arrived in the Americas; archaeological evidence suggests that after its domestication in south-central Mexico at least 8.7 kya, it spread widely, reaching the southwestern USA by ~4.5 kya and coastal South America as early as ~7 kya (137, 142). However, there is disagreement as to whether maize agriculture spread northward from Mesoamerica primarily as a process of cultural diffusion, or if it was introduced to the southwestern USA through the long-distance migration of Mesoamerican farmers speaking Proto-Uto-Aztecan (PUA) languages (137). The disagreements revolve around the proposed homeland of PUA (2, 143) and whether the PUAs were northern foragers who adopted maize agriculture while dispersing to the south or instead were early southern maize farmers who expanded north. To complicate matters, some agricultural groups may have reverted to foraging as they spread into environments not suitable for farming (137).

Genetic studies have so far not been able to resolve these different views, as they are limited largely to modern populations due to the poor preservation of ancient DNA. Even with modern populations, there are significant sampling gaps, due to the understandable reluctance of some contemporary native American groups to participate in such studies. The largest study to date of genome-wide data from Mexican populations shows that the genetic structure of present-day groups has been influenced by the interplay of demographic, cultural, and geographic events (144). For instance, the divergence time between Aridoamerican (i.e., from northwest Mexico and the southwestern United States) and Mesoamerican populations was estimated between 4–9.9 kya, around the time when sedentary farming started in Mesoamerica. However, genome-wide diversity patterns and genetic structure reflect the influence of geography rather than linguistic affiliation (144). Additionally, contrasting patterns for mtDNA and Y chromosome variation across Aridoamerica and Mesoamerica suggest different demographic histories for females and males (145, 146). There is thus no strong signature of a genetic expansion associated either with the spread of maize agriculture or of UA languages.

South America. South America harbors a great deal of cultural and linguistic diversity, containing several language families that have dispersed over large geographic areas, namely Quechuan along the Andes and Arawakan, Tupian, and Cariban across the Amazonian lowlands (147, 148). However, these far-reaching dispersals did not lead to a complete replacement of small, local-language families, resulting in a mosaic-like linguistic landscape. The Andes and Amazonia are considered important centers of plant domestication that started ~8.5–10 kya (136, 138), but the expansion and diversification of the widespread South American language families are assumed to have occurred only ~1–4 kya (149, 150). Hence, early farming was not responsible for the large-scale dispersal of the major South American language families. It took several millennia until plant domesticates became a significant part of the human diet, perhaps because demographic expansions required further technological innovations and gains in crop productivity (151). Climatic changes might have also influenced such dispersals; during the transition from the middle to the late Holocene (~4.2 kya), South America experienced increased rainfall, and tropical rainforest expanded at the expense of savannas (152–154).

Genetic studies, based solely on modern populations to date, are beginning to provide some insights into some language family dispersals. For example, Arawakan is the most widespread language family in the Americas; at the time of European arrival, Arawakan languages were present in Central America, from the Caribbean islands south to northern Argentina and from the Andean foothills to eastern South America (155). Arawakan societies are traditionally riverine horticulturalists, associated with the Salado-Barrancoid ceramic tradition, and played a central role in the exchange networks that connected vast areas of Amazonia, the Andes, and the Caribbean. However, a study of uniparental markers indicates that Arawakan groups in Northwestern Amazonia tend to be more closely related to neighboring non-Arawakan than to more distant Arawakan groups (156), indicating a discordance between genetic and linguistic relationships.

Similarly, the Tupi family is the most diverse in South America linguistically and is nearly as widespread geographically as the Arawakan family (148). The proposed homeland is in southwestern Amazonia, from where it expanded to the east and north (157). However, as with Arawakan, Tupi groups are genetically closer to neighboring non-Tupis than to more distant Tupi groups (158). The same holds true for Quechuan speakers from the highlands and lowlands of the Andes (159), although there are also some genetic connections between Quechuan groups from these two regions.

Overall, it seems that the spread of Arawakan and Tupi languages in the Amazon, and the spread of Quechua languages from the Andean highlands toward the near eastern lowlands, was either via cultural diffusion or extensive recent admixture between dispersing people and their neighboring groups that has diminished the genetic signal of the original demic expansion. Indeed, there has been extensive admixture between groups speaking different languages, likely reflecting the strongly patriloclal social structure of most South American groups (156, 159, 160). The present-day picture is further complicated by the impact of European colonization; ancient DNA studies would be very informative for disentangling signals of expansion and admixture.

Conclusions

This brief survey highlights the complexities of Holocene human dispersals. Although strong genetic signals of expansion can be identified that link the spread of farming and some language families (e.g., Bantu, Austronesian), even here there is significant heterogeneity in the genetic outcome of the interactions between expanding farmers and indigenous hunter-gatherers (e.g., complete or near-complete replacement of the prefarming groups in Malawi and Mozambique by expanding Bantu groups vs. extensive admixture between Bantu and Khoisan-speaking groups in southern Africa). In other areas of the world, the links between expansions and agriculture are more tenuous (e.g., the Americas), possibly because of extensive postexpansion admixture or other complications. Ancient DNA investigations have greatly facilitated the identification of some of these complicating factors in some parts of the world.
as well as expansions that were not detected in surveys of modern populations, most notably the impact of Bronze Age migrations from the steppes that may have brought IE languages to Europe and/or Central/South Asia. MSEA is a particularly complex region, with no fewer than five different family languages having spread into the region during a time span of a few thousand years; what were the circumstances that allowed these diverse language families to survive and proliferate? Although ancient DNA analyses in many parts of the world are hampered by issues related to DNA survival, we can hope that further technological advances will bring novel insights into Holocene dispersals. In the meantime, more comprehensive studies of modern populations—and further developments in computational analyses of genomic data—would be beneficial. In addition, there is a clear need for investigations into the sociocultural circumstances that underlie the rich complexity of the history of Holocene dispersals, in order to understand why there were such variable outcomes in the expansion of farming and languages.
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